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Does Carthage deserve 
its grim reputation?
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In what ways could Carthage’s 
position be an advantage?
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In what ways could Carthage’s 
position be an advantage?

What would Carthaginians need  
to be good at to make the most  
of their position?



DID THE CARTHAGINIANS 
SACRIFICE CHILDREN?

Source 1
When they saw their enemy before their walls, 
they were filled with superstitious dread, for 
they believed that they had neglected the 
honours of the gods that had been established 
by their fathers. In their zeal to make amends, 
they selected 200 of the noblest children and 
sacrificed them publicly; and others who were 
under suspicion sacrificed themselves voluntarily, 
in number not less than 300.

Siculus, an enemy of Carthage (c. 50 BC): 179

Is this evidence of child sacrifice?
Source 2: Tophet children’s 

cemetery in Carthage
Many of the headstones have 

images of Baal, or his wife, Tanit.
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Some historians believe he  
is carrying a child under his 
left arm. The label is pointing 
to the child’s head.
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WHAT WERE THE  
CARTHAGINIANS LIKE?

Source 4
This Carthaginian approach to governing, which 
allowed people to manage their own affairs,  
was highly unusual in the ancient world. It was  
so unusual that the Greek philosopher Aristotle 
held it up as a model of good government.

Holst 2005: 276

Source 5
The Carthaginians are a hard and gloomy people, 
submissive to their rulers and harsh to their 
subjects, running to extremes of cowardice in 
times of fear and of cruelty in times of anger.

The Roman writer Plutarch c. AD 90 in Frend  
1960: 316

Source 6
They were reckoned to be the best skippers and 
oarsmen of their time. Their ships were used as 
models by the Romans.

Wells 1920: 503

What were Carthaginians good at?

What were their bad points?

Source 7: Silver shekel coin, minted in 
Carthaginian Spain, with war elephant

British Museum

Source 8:  
Phoenician warship

British Museum



WHAT WAS CARTHAGE LIKE?

Source 9
The old city, clustering around the Byrsa [citadel], 
probably remained an over-crowded beehive of 
activity, with high, flat-roofed houses almost 
touching each other across the narrow streets. But 
on the sea side there grew up a modern city, with 
fine public buildings, laid out in accordance with 
Greek town planning schemes. Around the market 
place ran colonnades adorned with fine Greek 
statues pillaged from the cities of Sicily; here too 
were the law courts and official buildings, together 
with a temple of Apollo. Then came two harbours; 
the inner circular naval harbour and the outer 
rectangular commercial one with its quays and 
warehouses.

Scullard 1955: 102

Source 10: Street in Carthage 
with drainage channel

Source 11: Courtyard of house in Carthage 



HOW IMPRESSIVE WAS THE 
HARBOUR?

Source 12
The harbours had communication with each 
other, and a common entrance from the sea 70 
feet wide, which could be closed with iron chains. 
Within the second port was an island, and great 
quays were set at intervals around both the 
harbour and the island. These embankments were 
full of shipyards which could fit 220 vessels.

Appian (c. AD 140): 96

SOURCE 13
And there were ionic columns in front of the 
houses for the ships, two in front of each, turning 
the appearance of the harbour and the island into 
the image of a portico. On the island a cabin had 
been constructed for the admiral. And the island 
lay opposite the entrance, and had been raised to 
a great height; so that the admiral could observe 
everything approaching by sea.

Appian (c. AD 140): 96

Why might so much effort have 
gone into building the harbour?

Source 14: Reconstruction of the harbour at Carthage 
© Getty Images



THE CARTHAGINIAN ARMY 
PREPARES TO INVADE ROME

What details can you see in this 
picture?

Source 15: 
Illustration by Tayo Fatunla
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What details can you see in this 
picture?

Admiral’s office

Inner harbour

Outer harbour

Hannibal

War elephant

Trireme

Iberian infantry

Mauretanian archers

Numidian cavalry

Offering for success 
in war

Source 15: 
Illustration by Tayo Fatunla



HOW SERIOUSLY DID 
CARTHAGINIANS TAKE TRADE?

Source 16
The Carthaginian Empire was commercial rather 
than territorial, centred on the Mediterranean 
rather than on North Africa. 

Law 1978: 124

Source 17
If trading ships of other nations came within her 
maritime boundaries, their crews were promptly 
thrown overboard. 

Wolters 1952: 194

Source 18
Ancient sources agree that Carthage had become 
perhaps the richest city in the world through its trade.

Encyclopedia Britannica 2010

Source 19
Carthage maintained a monopoly of the supply of 
goods from the west – Sardinian and North African 
corn, Spanish silver, British tin and West African 
gold – to the Mediterranean world.

Law 1978: 124

How determined was Carthage  
to control trade?

Source 21: Punic 
trading ship

British Museum

Source 20: Electrum coin, from 
Carthage, with Tanit, 250 BC

British Museum



WERE THE CARTHAGINIANS GOOD 
AT MAKING THINGS?

How well made are these objects?

Source 23: Jug
British Museum

Source 22: Engraved copper razor
British Museum 

Source 25: Stela 
of Tanit with fruit

Source 24: 
Gold earring

British Museum



WERE THE CARTHAGINIANS GOOD 
AT MAKING THINGS?

How well made are these objects?

Source 26
It seems that Carthaginian manufactures were 
in general inferior to those of Greece, and would 
never have survived in an open market. 

Law 1978: 124

Source 27
The pottery was cheap and unartistic, and where  
it showed any merit this was due mainly to Greek 
or Egyptian influence.

Scullard 1955: 105

Source 28
In Roman times Punic beds, cushions,  
and mattresses were regarded as luxuries,  
and Punic joinery and furniture were copied. 

Encyclopedia Britannica 2010

Do the written sources agree  
with you?

Source 23: Jug
British Museum

Source 22: Engraved copper razor
British Museum 

Source 25: Stela 
of Tanit with fruit

Source 24: 
Gold earring

British Museum



HOW SIGNIFICANT WAS 
CARTHAGE IN AFRICAN HISTORY?

Source 29
The Carthaginians seem to have made no 
contribution at all to the intellectual or moral 
riches of mankind. No important work in literature, 
art, science, or religion bears their name.

Wolters 1952: 203–204 

Source 30
Carthage was the first well-organised commercial 
state of which we know. It owed its existence to 
trade necessities; its policies were, from first to last, 
controlled almost exclusively by trade interests.

Wells 1920: 499

Source 31
All human civilisation rests on foundations such 
as the ruins of the African city of Carthage. These 
architectural remains, like the pyramids of Egypt, 
the sculptures of the ancients kingdoms of Ghana 
and Mali and Benin, all speak of Africa’s contribution 
to the formation of the condition of civilisation.

Mandela 1994

How much did Carthage contribute 
to African history?



Your feedback

Please help the British Museum improve its educational 
resources for schools and teachers by giving your 
feedback. The first 250 teachers or tutors to complete 
the online survey before 12.00 on 1 September 2011 
will receive a printed set of illustrations of African 
civilisations by artist Tayo Fatunla. Visit  
www.surveymonkey.com/s/wealthofafrica to 
complete the survey and for terms and conditions.

Find out more

The British Museum’s collection spans over  
two million years of human history and culture, 
all under one roof and includes world-famous 
objects such as the Rosetta Stone, the Parthenon 
sculptures, and Egyptian mummies. 

The Museum’s collection of over 200,000 
African objects includes material from ancient 
to contemporary cultures. Highlights on display 
throughout the Museum include a magnificent 
brass head of a Yoruba ruler from Ife in Nigeria, 
vibrant textiles from across the continent, and the 
Throne of Weapons – a sculpture made out of guns.

For students

Students can experience and engage with the 
collection in many ways, from taking part in 
activity sessions at the Museum to using free  
online resources or playing interactive games  
in the classroom and at home.

For teachers

Search the Museum’s collection online at  
www.britishmuseum.org for information about 
objects, including pictures to download or print.

Schools and teachers enewsletter

Sign up to the schools and teachers enewsletter to 
receive regular updates on free special exhibitions 
previews, teacher events and new free resources  
at www.britishmuseum.org/schools

 
 
 

Ancient Civilizations websites

These award-winning British Museum websites 
have been specially designed for students in Years 
5 and 6. Each site is supported by information and 
guidance for teachers. 
www.ancientcivilizations.co.uk

The CarAf Centre

These resources have been produced by the British 
Museum in collaboration with The CarAf Centre, a 
community educational support centre and registered 
charity based in the London Borough of Camden. For 
more information, visit www.thecarafcentre.org.uk
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